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A flexible electronic strain sensor for the real-time
monitoring of tumor regression
Alex Abramson1†, Carmel T. Chan2,3, Yasser Khan1‡, Alana Mermin-Bunnell1,4,
Naoji Matsuhisa1§, Robyn Fong5, Rohan Shad5, William Hiesinger5, Parag Mallick2,6,
Sanjiv Sam Gambhir2,3,4,6,7||, Zhenan Bao1*
Assessing the efficacy of cancer therapeutics in mouse models is a critical step in treatment development. However,
low-resolution measurement tools and small sample sizes make determining drug efficacy in vivo a difficult and
time-intensive task. Here, we present a commercially scalable wearable electronic strain sensor that automates
the in vivo testing of cancer therapeutics by continuously monitoring the micrometer-scale progression or regression
of subcutaneously implanted tumors at the minute time scale. In two in vivo cancer mouse models, our sensor
discerned differences in tumor volume dynamics between drug- and vehicle-treated tumors within 5 hours
following therapy initiation. These short-term regression measurements were validated through histology, and
caliper and bioluminescence measurements taken over weeklong treatment periods demonstrated the correlation
with longer-term treatment response. We anticipate that real-time tumor regression datasets could help expedite
and automate the process of screening cancer therapies in vivo.
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measures, records, and broadcasts tumor volume changes occurring
in subcutaneously implanted tumors on the minute time scale. The
sensor’s real-time dataset enables us to track the immediate pharmacodynamic response of a given drug by recording significant
tumor shrinkage continuously. In two unique tumor models, our
sensor was able to discern differences in tumor volume dynamics
between drug- and vehicle-treated tumors within hours following
therapy initiation in vivo. Short-term regression measurements in
these models were validated by histology taken within hours following therapy initiation, and caliper and bioluminescence measurements over weeklong treatment periods demonstrated correlation
with longer-term treatment response.
This sensor achieves three main advances over other common
tumor measurement tools such as calipers, implantable pressure
sensors, and imagers. First, because the sensor remains in place over
the entire measurement period and takes measurements every 5 min,
it is possible to generate a four-dimensional (4D), time-dependent
dataset that eliminates the need for any guesswork on measurement
timing. Imaging techniques such as computed tomography (CT)
and bioluminescence are unable to achieve these same time resolutions over long measurement periods. This is due to the toxicity
limitations associated with the necessary radiation and contrast dye
in CT imaging; in addition, high-resource and cost constraints prevent imaging scale up to larger cohorts or more frequent sampling
time points (13). Moreover, implantable pressure sensors require
invasive procedures that compromise the mechanical integrity of
the tumor, and they work best when measuring tumors encapsulated
within a solid environment such as bone (14). Second, the strain
sensor has the capability of precisely distinguishing size changes
that are difficult to detect using caliper and bioluminescence imaging
measurements. This is due to the errors associated with the physical
measurement of soft tissue (15–17) and the positive but inexact
correlation between bioluminescence readouts and tumor volume
(18), respectively. Third, the sensor is entirely autonomous and
noninvasive. Thus, using it reduces the costs and labor associated
with performing measurements and enables direct data comparisons between operators. Consequently, it enables fast, inexpensive,
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In the process of clinical translation, thousands of potential cancer
drugs are tested for every one drug that makes it to patients. Oncology
researchers use a suite of in vitro high-throughput screening models
that implement computational algorithms, genomics testing, cell culture, and organoid systems to assess the efficacy of these numerous
drugs quickly and inexpensively against a given cancer type (1–4).
In vivo models, however, generally produce results that more closely
resemble clinical outcomes (5). Researchers typically read out in vivo
models by comparing tumor volume regression between multiple
replicates of treated and untreated controls. However, inherent biological variations combined with low-resolution measurement tools
and small sample sizes make determining drug efficacy in vivo a
difficult, labor-intensive task (6). Accurately determining treatment
response is critical to clinical translation, and tools automating
in vivo tumor regression measurements could facilitate this process
by gathering high-resolution continuous datasets in larger animal
cohorts. Such advances in data quality and labor reduction could
lead to automated high-throughput in vivo drug testing setups and
more accurate experimental results.
Here, we present an elastomeric-electronic tumor volume sensor
capable of autonomously reading out cancer treatment efficacy studies
in vivo. Using advances in flexible electronic materials (7–12), we
designed a conformal, wearable strain sensor that continuously
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large-scale preclinical drug discovery testing setups. Moreover, the
continuous and highly sensitive measurements generated by our
sensor enable the recording of immediate tumor volume regression
following treatment initiation rather than the more general growth
trends captured using other methods. Experimental implantable
microdevices in development have also been shown to enable rapid
testing of therapeutics in vivo, but these tools require invasive
procedures and biopsy sampling, and they do not capture the full
pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of drug delivery (19).
Furthermore, sensor arrays have been developed, which generate
2D maps of tissue moduli, but these sensors are designed to detect
biomechanical property differences on 2D surfaces rather than
determine volumetric changes on 3D objects (20, 21). We call our
technology FAST, which stands for flexible autonomous sensors
measuring tumor volume regression.
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placed in series with a known resistor on the board, and a known
voltage is applied across the circuit. The voltage drop over the known
resistor is amplified by an instrumentation amplifier, converted to a
digital signal, and read out by an analog-to-digital converter of a
microcontroller. To read out resistances between 300 and 60,000 ohms
accurately and precisely, the circuit board applies three different
voltage biases through the resistive sensor and chooses the most
accurate reading depending on the sensor’s resistance. We measured
the error in sensor readout to be 1 to 2%, as calculated through
in vitro measurements of known resistors (see fig S3). In vivo, the
sensor measurements had a 12% error when assessing the same
tumor (n = 27 tumors, three to four measurements per tumor). This
error was due to slight movements by the mice. To mitigate this
error, we programmed our sensor to take 32 consecutive measurements for each 5-min data point; this translates to a standard
measurement error of 2%, approximately equal to the error associated with the sensor electronics readout system. To further reduce
RESULTS
the error, we recorded the median measurement rather than the
Designing a strain sensor for measuring tumor volume
mean to eliminate the effects of outlier data points from large
progression or regression
movements and plot a seven-point moving average in our reported
Our wireless FAST technology for real-time monitoring of tumor figures. The assembled device can continuously read out measuresize progression or regression can be applied to tumors on or near ments every 5 min for >24 hours on a 150-mA·hour battery. Further
the skin (Fig. 1, A to D). The sensor, which is wrapped around optimization of the machine code would increase the battery life
the tumor, measures the change in the tumor’s circumference over closer to the theoretical maximum of measurements once per hour
time. Similar to caliper tumor volume measurements, the tumor for >10 days.
circumference measurement is a function of two of the three characWe designed a 3D printed housing mechanism for FAST to
teristic diameters of the tumor. The two measurements are directly ensure that the sensor and PCB fit comfortably on the mouse and
proportional to each other; however, because the circumference is a accurately record tumor volume progression or regression (Fig. 1D
longer length than the diameter, it is less susceptible to measure- and fig. S1). The housing has a flexible base capable of conforming
ment error. Using a soft, fixed sensor to measure a soft tissue also to the mouse’s skin and rigid rods that ensure that the ends of the
reduces the error associated with tumor volume measurements, as sensors remain fixed in place. The rigid PCB and battery are placed
calipers measure different lengths on soft tissues depending on the on the flexible backpack above the skin so that the rigid materials do
pressure applied by the user. Moreover, because the sensor remains not affect the conformal contact of the device on the skin (Fig. 1H).
wrapped around the tumor for the duration of the study, it readily Fixing the ends of the sensors to rigid components, rather than
generates high-resolution rate-of-change datasets on tumor pro- placing them directly on flexible skin, allows us to calculate the
gression or regression.
sensor’s change in strain attributed to tumor growth without the
The FAST sensor is fabricated by depositing a 50-nm layer of additional convoluting factor of skin displacement. The sensors
gold on top of a drop-casted layer of styrene-ethylene-butylene- themselves are prestretched up to 50%, enabling us to accurately
styrene (SEBS), and it can be easily scaled up for mass manufacturing read out both growth and shrinkage events of up to 3× tumor
(see Supplementary Text and fig. S1). Because the sensor is fully volume change within the device’s most sensitive strain range of
flexible and stretchable, it readily expands or shrinks with the tumor 25 to 75%. To characterize the assembled device’s ability to discern
as it progresses. Compared to other homogenous sensors where volume variations in shapes in vitro, we measured the sensor’s outreadouts increase linearly with strain, the resistance in this sensor put when placed on top of the 3D printed model tumors (Fig. 1I).
rises exponentially as strain grows, as explained through percolation The sensors recorded significant changes in readouts for objects as
theory; when strain is applied, microcracks in the gold layer lose small as 65 mm3 in volume and as large as 750 mm3 in volume.
contact with each other, increasing the tortuosity of the electron Because of 3D printing resolution limits, the smallest diameter
path length through the sensor (Fig. 1B). The relative change in change tested was 0.4 mm (7.7%). Changing the initial strain on
resistance in the sensor spans two orders of magnitude as it is the sensor allows for the measurement of larger objects as well.
stretched from 0 to 75% strain and can detect changes down to a When tested on tumors in vivo, FAST sensor resistance readouts
10-m scale resolution (Fig. 1, E and F). At 100% strain, the electri- correlated closely to tumor volume measurements ascertained via
cal connection between the two ends of the sensor breaks; however, calipers (Fig. 1J). The correlation between bioluminescence meathe sensor can stretch to over 200% strain before the SEBS ruptures surements and caliper tumor volume measurements is provided
(see fig. S2), and it is able to regain an electrical connection when in Fig. 1K as a comparison. We provide a method for converting the
the sensor returns to a lower strain. By changing the thickness of the three characteristic circumferences of a tumor, as measured by
SEBS layer (Fig. 1G and fig. S2), it is possible to increase the stress the FAST sensor, into a measurement of the tumor’s volume in the
Supplementary Materials. With an established correlation between
that can be applied to the sensor before it ruptures.
A custom-designed printed circuit board (PCB) and a cell phone single measurement FAST sensor readouts and tumor volume
app enable live and historical sensor readouts with the press of a measurements, we next assessed continous FAST sensor readouts
button (Fig. 1, C and D, and fig. S3). To read out the sensor, it is in vivo.
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Fig. 1. Flexible autonomous sensors measuring tumor volume regression. (A) FAST technology. (B) Light microscopy of cracked gold strain sensor at varying strains.
Scale bars, 20 m. (C) An app recording the resistance change in sensor. (D) FAST contains a printed circuit board (PCB), stretchable strain sensors, and a backpack to hold
the sensor on the mouse. (E) Resistance changes in sensors when stretched in 10-m increments from a prestrain of 50% [individual points from five sensors; line, median;
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test]. (F) Fold change in resistance of strained sensors (individual curves from 10 sensors; bold
line, average). (G) Force required to strain sensors of varying SEBS substrate thicknesses (individual curves from 12 to 13 sensors; line, average ± SD). (H) FAST backpack
on mouse held in place using Tegaderm. (I) Fold change in resistance of FAST measuring 3D printed ellipsoids comparable to tumors (individual curves from 10 sensors;
bold line, average; ratio paired t test). (J and K) Caliper measured in vivo tumor volumes correlate with (J) FAST resistance outputs and (K) bioluminescence average radiance
values [(J) 50 points, three FAST sensors (10 to 20 measurements per sensor) and (K) 50 points, one imaging system; lines, best fit linear regressions ±95% confidence
interval]. See fig. S4 for further characterization. ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001. Photo credits: Alex Abramson (C, D, and H) and Facebook Design Resources (C).

Continuously tracking tumor regression in vivo
In vivo testing in two cancer models demonstrated that FAST
detected statistically significant variations in the dynamics of tumor
growth and shrinkage within 5 hours after treatment initiation
when comparing mice dosed with drug or vehicle alone. These
short-term variations in tumor volume dynamics correlated with
longer-term treatment efficacy readouts performed by the sensor,
calipers, and bioluminescence imaging. To generate the first animal
model, we subcutaneously implanted Nu/Nu mice with bioluminescent HCC827 human lung cancer cells that had sensitivity to
erlotinib (22). Erlotinib is an orally dosed small-molecule drug that
targets the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR); its pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics occur on the time scale of hours
(22–24). Tegaderm and tissue glue were used to fix the sensor, battery,
and holder on the mice. In our studies, we demonstrated that this
wrapping protocol holds the sensors in place on the mice for at
least 1 week. In our studies, we tested the sensor as both a continuous, wearable device and as a single application readout device.
Abramson et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabn6550 (2022)
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Furthermore, we compared the ability for our sensor to read out
tumor volume progression or regression with a caliper and a luminescence imaging system.
We initially began characterizing our sensor by testing it on
growing untreated tumors. Eight days after tumor inoculation,
when the tumor volumes were approximately 100 mm3, our sensor
detected tumor growth over a 12-hour period by reading out an
increase in resistance by a range of +21 to +64 ohms, with an average
increase of 4.3 ± 2.2 ohms/hour (mean ± SD; n = 6) (Fig. 2A). This
increasing resistance readout directly correlated with increasing
tumor size. As a comparison to other measurement methods, over
a 7-day period, the tumor circumferences grew approximately 5.5 mm,
and the tumor volume grew an average of 50 mm3 as measured via
calipers; this corresponds to an average growth in tumor circumference
of 400 m, an average growth in tumor volumes of 3.6 mm3, and an
average measured increase in sensor length of 130 m every 12-hour
period (see the Supplementary Materials for calculation to convert
change in circumference to change in sensor length). The relationship
3 of 11
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Fig. 2. FAST sensor detects a decrease in tumor volume sooner than existing methods in HCC827 mouse models treated orally with erlotinib. (A to C) FAST reads
out tumor volume progression or regression continuously at 5-min intervals in (A) Nu/Nu mice with ~100-mm3 subcutaneous HCC827 human lung cancer tumors receiving
no treatment and (B and C) mice with ~200-mm3 tumors receiving erlotinib (50 mg/kg) or vehicle treatments at intervals described in the figure. Individual mouse sensor
trend lines are presented as seven-point moving averages. (D) FAST sensor measurements over the entire treatment period. (E and F) Erlotinib- and vehicle-treated mice
demonstrate significantly different sensor readouts over (E) the entire treatment period and (F) just 5 hours after treatment administration. (G to I) Caliper and (J to L) luminescence imaging confirm the tumor volume measurements recorded by FAST and demonstrate that wearing the FAST device does not affect the outcomes of the treatment
experiments. S+, with FAST sensor; S−, no FAST sensor; T+, erlotinib treatment; T−, vehicle treatment; data are presented as individual data points or curves; bold, average;
unpaired two-tailed Student’s t tests. Scale bar, 5 mm.

between measured resistance changes and measured sensor length
changes of 4 ohms/10-m sensor stretch on in vivo tumors closely
correlate to the in vitro measurements provided in Fig. 1E. We
further characterized the relationship among the sensor, the caliper,
and the bioluminescence measurements by ranking the readouts
of each device according to magnitude (see fig. S4). After ranking
measurement magnitudes three times over a 7-day period, the
Abramson et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabn6550 (2022)
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sensor and caliper measurements showed the closest correlation
with an average rank difference of 1.59. The sensor and luminescence imager recorded an average rank difference of 1.74. Last, the
caliper and luminescence imager exhibited an average rank difference
of 1.77. These data demonstrate that the FAST sensor measurements of tumor circumference correlate well with other common
measurement systems.
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Histological evidence supports the rapid sensor classification of
responsive and nonresponsive tumors using FAST by demonstrating
that the tumors undergo modifications at the cellular level within
hours after treatment administration (Fig. 3). We compared histology
samples from tumors undergoing the full erlotinib and vehicle
treatment schedule with tumors excised 5 hours after erlotinib
treatment initiation. Immunohistochemistry from tumors excised
at the 5-hour time point showed an up-regulation of cleaved caspase
3, a marker for cell death. These same tumors also exhibited a
down-regulation in Ki67, a marker strongly associated with cell
proliferation. Moreover, these tumors presented a down-regulation
of phosphorylated EGFR, which is a direct pharmacodynamic response
to erlotinib. In addition to the immunohistochemistry performed
in this study, previous studies examining the pharmacokinetics and
pharmacodynamics of erlotinib demonstrate that biological effects
from the drug begin occurring within 5 hours in humans, mice, and
cell culture (22–24). Hematoxylin and eosin–stained histology from
tumors undergoing the entire treatment schedule showed that
erlotinib reduced the cell density in the tumor compared to vehicle-
treated tumors. No difference is seen in the histology between
tumors that underwent the sensor wrapping compared to tumors
where the sensor was not administered. Hematoxylin and eosin–
stained histology of skin where the sensors were placed for 1 week
showed no signs of tissue damage. These results support the hypothesis that the sensor recorded tumor volume shrinkage in treated
mice that directly related to drug pharmacodynamics and that the
sensor wrapping did not affect the growth dynamics of the tumor.
To demonstrate that our sensor detected changes in tumor regression in multiple tumor models and treatment modalities, we
also performed sensor characterization on an A20 B cell lymphoma
solid tumor model in Balb/c mice using an experimental immunotherapy. Specifically, we treated the mice with an unmethylated
cytosine-guanine (CG)-enriched oligodeoxynucleotide (CpG), a Toll-
like receptor 9 (TLR9) ligand, and anti-OX40 antibody via intratumoral injections (26). The sensor measurements in this tumor
model were only directly compared to caliper measurements because the presence of luminescence proteins in the cells generated
an immune response that confounded the effects of the treatment. Similar to the last experimental model, the sensor was able to
detect a change in tumor regression between drug- and vehicle-treated
tumors within 5 hours after sensor placement. All drug-treated
tumors had lower relative sensor readout than the vehicle-treated tu
mors (Fig. 4, A and B). Three weeks following therapy administration, every treated tumor was completely eradicated, comparable to
the results published previously on this therapy and tumor model
(26). Both the sensor and the caliper recorded significant tumor
shrinkage in drug-treated tumors compared to vehicle-treated tumors over the entire treatment period (Fig. 4, C to F). The rapid
reduction in tumor size may be a result of the CpG alone rather
than an immune response triggered by the combination therapy;
CpG has been shown to have rapid antitumor effects on its own,
and immune cell infiltration may require longer time scales to take
full effect (26). This study confirms that the sensor can determine
tumor volume regression on multiple in vivo models and with multiple treatment modalities.
Immunohistochemistry from the A20 tumors demonstrates an
immediate pharmacodynamic response following treatment initiation that supports the FAST measurement readouts. Specifically,
the cell death marker cleaved caspase 3 was up-regulated in tumors
5 of 11
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To evaluate the ability for FAST to measure biologically significant changes in tumor volumes in vivo during erlotinib treatment,
we performed experiments controlling for the pharmacodynamic
effects of the treatment and the mechanical effects of the sensor
backpack. This required separating the mice into four groups to
control for both the sensor and the treatment. FAST, caliper, and
luminescence imaging measurements conveyed tumor shrinkage in
all erlotinib-treated mice throughout the 6-day treatment period.
These same measurement techniques also reported tumor growth
in vehicle-treated mice throughout the same period (Fig. 2). These
trends were recorded irrespective of the presence of the FAST sensor. The FAST sensor, however, began detecting a change in tumor
regression or progression almost immediately following therapy
administration, compared to the other measurement techniques that
required several days to discern a biologically significant difference.
Within 5 hours of placing the sensors on the mice, all vehicle-treated
mice demonstrated larger relative sensor readouts compared to the
erlotinib-treated mice (P = 0.0037; Fig. 2B); this occurred again on
a following dosage day as well (P = 0.0489; Fig. 2C). When bioluminescence imaging or caliper measurements were used at the
5-hour time point, no statistical significance was found between
the treated and untreated groups (bioluminescence, P = 0.3173;
caliper, P = 0.3953). This may have been due to the large measurement error associated with these measurement tools or biologic variability (see fig. S5); because of these measurement and
biologic variations, larger samples sizes or longer readout times
may be required to potentially ascertain statistical significance
using these tools. Through this experiment, we demonstrated that
FAST was able to detect tumor volume dynamics at hour-long
time scales.
During this treatment session, we analyzed the impact of the
mechanical stress placed on the sensor from the animal’s movement,
and we assessed the impact of the mechanical stress placed on the
tumor by the sensor. Animals were able to freely move around, eat,
and drink throughout the duration of the study when wearing the
sensor. By the end of the study, neither the caliper measurements
nor the bioluminescence imaging recorded a significant difference
in tumor volume between mice with and without the sensor when
receiving the same treatment (Fig. 2, G to L), suggesting that the
sensor neither positively nor negatively affected the tumor volume
progression or regression. For the drug-treated groups of mice,
there was no statistically significant difference in tumor volume
regression between the groups with and without sensors over the
6-day measurement period [calipers, P = 0.24; bioluminescence,
P = 0.84; one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test]. For the vehicle-treated mice, there was no
statistically significant difference in tumor volume progression between the groups with and without sensors over the 6-day measurement period (calipers, P = 0.94; bioluminescence, P = 0.97; one-way
ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test). We performed
an analysis of the normal pressure exerted by the elastic sensor on
the tumor, presented in the Supplementary Materials, and we noted
that the pressure exerted by the sensor is approximately one order
of magnitude less than the interstitial fluid pressure of a tumor (25).
While the sensor backpack is made of a more rigid material that
may stifle tumor growth, the backpack allows tumors to grow unencumbered to more than 17 mm in their greatest length, a traditional point of euthanasia. Overall, we saw no significant effects
from sensor placement on tumor volume progression or regression.
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within 6 hours after treatment initiation (Fig. 4, G and H), but the
cell proliferation marker Ki67 was still present in the treated tumors
at the 6-hour excision time point (Fig. 4, I and J). CpG also initiated
an up-regulation of OX40 within 6 hours after initiation, providing
a target for the dosed antibodies to bind to and stimulate an immune
response (Fig. 4, K and L).
To ensure that measurement errors associated with mouse
movements or the sensor itself did not affect the ability for FAST to
discern growth or shrinkage in in vivo tumors, we compared sensor
readouts from tumor-bearing mice with sensor readouts from mice
without any tumors. We expected that measurements from sensors
placed on mice without tumors would consistently fall in between
the measurements taken from tumors that were expected to either
shrink or grow. Over the first 12 hours after sensor placement, growing
Abramson et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabn6550 (2022)
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vehicle-treated tumors demonstrated a statistically significantly higher
relative sensor readout compared to sensors that were placed on
animals without any tumors. Similarly, CpG- and anti-OX40–treated
shrinking tumors demonstrated a statistically significantly lower
relative sensor readout compared to the same control group without
tumors (fig. S6). This demonstrates that any errors associated with
FAST sensor measurements do not affect the ability for FAST to
discern tumor growth or shrinkage on the hour-long time scale.
DISCUSSION

Here, we presented a sensor system capable of autonomously, continuously, and accurately measuring subcutaneous solid tumor size
regression. The FAST strain sensor has an initial resistance on the
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Fig. 4. FAST sensor detects a decrease in tumor volume sooner than existing methods in A20 mouse models treated intratumorally with CpG + anti-OX40. (A to
D) FAST reads out tumor volume progression or regression continuously at 5-min intervals in Balb/c mice with subcutaneous A20 B cell lymphoma tumors receiving
40 g of CpG and 4 g of anti-OX40 (n = 5) or vehicle (n = 4) treatments over (A and B) the first few hours following treatment or (C and D) the entire treatment period in
the same mice. Individual mouse sensor trend lines are presented as seven-point moving averages. (E and F) Tumor volume measurements using calipers confirm FAST
readouts over the entire treatment period. (G to L) Immunohistochemistry of tumors excised from mice treated for 6 days with vehicle (vehicle) or treated once with
CpG + anti-OX40 (treated). Staining is against (G and H) CC3, (I and J) Ki67, and (K and L) OX40. The treated stains are from tumors excised within 6 hours after treatment
initiation. T+, CpG and anti-OX40 treatment; T−, vehicle treatment; S+, with FAST sensor; S−, no FAST sensor. Scale bars, 50 m. Data are presented as individual data point
or curves. Bold line, average; (B) unpaired two-tailed Student’s t test; (D and F) one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test.

order of 100 ohms, increases up to 100 times that value from 0 to
75% strain, is sensitive to 0.1% (10-m) changes in strain, and can
measure dynamic volume changes in ellipsoids with sizes ranging
from 65 to 750 mm3. We demonstrated that the sensor’s high resolution in both time and space enables the ability to discern initial
treatment efficacy within just 5 hours after therapy initiation in two
preclinical subcutaneous tumor models, and the sensor can read
Abramson et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabn6550 (2022)
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out continuously for >24 hours on a single battery charge. Each
reusable sensor backpack costs ~$60 to fabricate, can be scaled for
mass manufacturing, and takes <5 min of low-skill work to apply
to an animal. Over weeklong treatment periods, sensor readout
dynamics closely correlated with caliper and bioluminescent imaging
measurement dynamics; however, because the sensor measures
the tumor differently, via resistance variations correlating with
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this sensor’s ability to continuously, autonomously, and accurately
record tumor volume regression suggests that this method could
supplant current tumor regression measurement techniques used
during in vivo preclinical trials, unlocking new avenues for high-
throughput in vivo drug discovery screenings and basic cancer research that takes advantage of the sensor’s time-dependent datasets.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sensor backpack fabrication
A schematic of the sensor and its fabrication process is found in
fig. S1. Sensors were fabricated on a 5.0 cm–by–7.5 cm glass slide
(Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA). As an anti-stick coating, a
Micro-90 solution (Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, USA) was coated
on a slide by spin-coating 300 l of solution on the slide at 600 rpm
for 20 s. A WS-650MZ-23NPP spin-coater from Laurell Technologies
(North Wales, USA) was used. Solutions of SEBS (33 and 50 mg/ml;
Asahi Kasei, 1221, Chiyoda City, Japan) in cyclohexane (Fisher
Scientific) were generated, and the solution was mixed overnight.
The SEBS solution was then drop-casted on a 3 inch–by–2 inch
glass slide. To create the 28-m-thick substrate, 4 ml of solution at
33 mg/ml was used. To create the 41-m-thick substrate, 4 ml of
solution at 50 mg/ml was used. To create the 72-m-thick substrate,
4 ml of solution at 50 mg/ml and 2 ml of solution at 33 mg/ml were
combined and used. A transparency film (ACCO Brands, Boonville,
USA) mask was mechanically cut using a Cricut machine (South
Jordan, USA) from a mask designed in SolidWorks (Dassault
Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France). The sensor design consisted
of an 11 mm–by–1.5 mm strip, book ended by 3 mm–by–3 mm
connection pads. Once cut, the transparency film was sprayed
with a nonstick Teflon spray (DuPont, Eleutherian Mills, USA) and
placed on the SEBS substrate. Then, a 50-nm layer of gold was
deposited on the SEBS at 0.6 Å/s using a metal evaporator from
Thermionics Laboratory Inc. (Hayward, USA). Gallium-indium
eutectic (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) was placed on the connection pads, and a 30-gauge multicore wire (McMaster-Carr, Elmhurst,
USA) was attached to the connection pad using paper tape. The
wires were then soldered to a custom-designed PCB (see fig. S3)
assembled by Digicom Electronics (Oakland, USA). The circuit board
is powered by a 150-mA·hour lithium-ion rechargeable battery
(Digi-Key, Thief River Falls, USA). When awake, the average current draw for the circuit board is 3.5 mA. The sensor backpack (see
fig. S1) was printed in three pieces on a Formlabs Form 2 printer
(Somerville, USA). The two rigid rods were printed in either rigid
resin or gray resin, while the flexible base was printed in flexible resin.
Gold was chosen as an electrically conductive layer over carbon
nanotubes and silver nanowires, which have also been demonstrated
to work as strain sensors, because of its well-studied biocompatibility
and lower hysteresis compared to the other materials. SEBS 1221
was chosen as a substrate for three reasons: (i) its ability to have
gold readily stick to it without a chromium layer, enabling better
adhesion properties during repeated stretching; (ii) its soft mechanical
properties provided less stress on the tumor compared to other
polymers; and (iii) unlike polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), SEBS
does not propagate cracks as easily, providing a sensor that is more
resistant to animal interaction.
Fully encapsulated sensors were fabricated by first spin-coating
a PDMS (SYLGARD 184, Dow, Midland, USA) layer mixed at a
10:1 ratio (PDMS:cross-linker) at 1000 rpm for 30 s. The PDMS was
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changing circumferences rather than diameter or luminescence
measurements, each measurement tool cannot directly convert its
measurements to that of another. For example, while the sensor is
sensitive to all characteristic dimensions of the tumor, it is slightly
more sensitive to tumor height changes because of the geometric
transformations that the tumor and sensor undergo.
Our sensor focuses on measuring short-term primary tumor
regression rather than metastatic progression or regression. For
metastatic models, our sensor could provide a dataset that rapidly
categorizes ineffective treatments by accurately capturing primary
tumor growth. For potentially effective treatments in which FAST
sensors rapidly read out a reduction in the primary tumor’s volume,
however, the sensor data could be used as an indicator to perform
follow-up screenings that provide additional information on tumor
regression that confirm a reduction in total tumor burden. Notably,
some tumors are known to undergo pseudoprogression after treatment initiation, a phenomenon where the tumor grows for a period
of time preceding subsequent regression, and the occurrence of
tumor growth does not necessarily signify a failed therapy (27, 28).
In our studies, we directly compared the tumor regression of vehicleand drug-treated mice, providing appropriate controls to ensure
confidence in our measurements. While our sensors did not detect
tumor pseudoprogression during the treatments, future work may
enable us to detect differences between normal progression and
pseudoprogression growth rates using the real-time data generated
by our sensor. Moreover, because our sensor can be worn continuously, it has the ability to read out treatment regimens for longer
periods of time than presented here and can still be used to categorize the effectiveness on tumors undergoing a short period of
pseudoprogression.
Notably, while we developed an encapsulated version of the
sensor that can withstand contact with fluid (fig. S7), the size limitations of a mouse model prevent the implantation of FAST due to the
volume of the PCB and battery. For this reason, the implantable
version of this sensor was not tested in vivo during our experiments,
and we limited our experiments to testing on subcutaneous tumors.
Further work optimizing the battery life and size of the associated
electronic PCB is required in pursuit of a longer-lasting and implantable sensor system. Passive wireless sensing systems may
provide an alternative path to the implementation of implantable
sensor systems (29–31), and other implantable strain sensors have
passed wires through the skin (32) or used imaging techniques to
visualize the strain sensor within the body (33) to avoid the implantation of the PCB. However, these methods reduce the readout
sensitivity or biocompatibility of the systems. Because the sensor
can detect tumor volume changes associated with treatments in real
time, it could potentially be combined with drug delivery systems to
enable a theranostic closed-loop delivery platform; however, additional studies will be required to understand the efficacy of such a
proposed system. Moreover, utilization of the sensor requires singly
housing mice to mitigate the risk of damage to the wiring, which
could potentially act as a throughput limitation. There exists some
variability between the exact resistance readouts of different sensors
at given strains, but preliminary testing in vitro enables calibration
between sensors and provides a consistency check before moving to
in vivo testing. This sensor is designed specifically for preclinical
drug screening trials, and any efforts to translate the sensor to
humans should consider the surgical impact associated with placing
the sensor at a given tumor location. Regardless of these limitations,
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Sensor in vitro characterization
To measure the resistance during stretching, we attached samples to
a homemade stretching station and connected the samples to an
LCR meter (Keysight Technologies, E4980, Santa Rosa, USA). Before
beginning the measurements, sensors were stretched to 200% strain
by hand more than 20 times. Samples were then stretched between
0 and 100% strain at 1% intervals, approximately 120 m per step,
and resistance measurements were recorded in LabVIEW (National
Instruments, Austin, USA). Following this test, the samples were
then stretched to 50% strain, and the resistance of the sensor was
measured over the course of 45 min. This test demonstrated that
although the sensor underwent relaxation over time, much of the
relaxation occurred within the first 45 min (see fig. S1). After this
test, the sensor was then stretched from 50 to 60% strain at 0.083%
intervals, approximately 10 m per step.
To measure the force required to strain the sensor to a given
length, we attached the samples to an Instron 5565 (Norwood,
USA). We stretched the samples at a rate of 50 mm/min, zeroing the
displacement and the force once the sample reached 0.05-N force.
Abramson et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabn6550 (2022)
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Forces were recorded using a 100-N force gauge provided by Instron
and read out on the machine’s accompanying software. Each sample
was stretched until its breaking point.
To measure the thickness of each sensor, we used a Bruker
DektakXT-A profilometer (Billerica, USA) and took the average of
10 different readings from multiple sensors taken from various
locations on the sensor. The edges of the sensor tended to have a
slightly thicker measurement compared to the center of the sensor,
leading to a slight variability in thickness readouts (see fig. S1).
To measure the ability of FAST to read out the variation in
volume of different shapes, we 3D printed ellipsoid shapes cut in
half down their center line. All shapes were scaled linearly and had
heights between 2.5 and 5.6 mm, as measured using calipers. These
shapes were designed in SolidWorks and printed on an Ultimaker 3
using Ultimaker PLA filament (Geldermalsen, Netherlands). The FAST
devices were placed on the shapes, and the sensors were allowed to
relax for 20 s before the resistance measurement was recorded.
Subcutaneous HCC827 tumor treatment with erlotinib
All animal procedures were approved by the Stanford Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee and conducted in accordance
with Stanford University animal facility guidelines. The HCC827
human lung cancer cell line was obtained from the American Type
Culture Collection (ATCC; CRL-2868; Manassas, USA) and was
then transfected with the firefly luciferase reporter gene. Before
injecting the cells into mice, the cells were tested and shown to be
pathogen-free by the Stanford Department of Comparative Medicine
Veterinary Service Center (Stanford, USA). Five million cells were
injected into the right flank of six- to eight-week-old Nu/Nu mice
(Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, USA) after being mixed
with Matrigel (Corning, Corning, USA). Mice were housed in
the Laboratory Animal Facility of the Stanford University Medical
Center (Stanford, CA).
The sensors were placed on six of the animals once the tumors
reached a size of approximately 100 mm3 and were left on the animals for 1 day. When placing the sensors on the animals, the mice
were anesthetized with 1 to 3% isoflurane. Buprenorphine sustained
release was also dosed to the animals at 0.5 to 1.0 mg/kg. Before
beginning the procedure, we checked the absence of paw reflexes by
pinching a hind paw with tweezers and checked the absence of eye
reflexes to make sure that the animal was fully anesthetized. A
protective eye liquid gel (GenTeal, Alcon, Geneva, Switzerland) was
then applied to the eyes with a cotton-tipped swab. If necessary, we
then shaved the location where the sensor was to be attached to the
animal around the tumor. The skin was then aseptically prepared
with alternating cycles of Betadine or a similar scrub and 70% ethyl
alcohol. Using a surgical tissue glue (3M, Saint Paul, USA), the
sensor was attached to the skin of the animal so that the tumor was
positioned in the center of the sensor. A 1.3-inch-diameter Tegaderm
wrap was then applied on top of the sensor and to the animal’s skin
so that the sensor remained snuggly attached to the animal. The
battery was similarly attached to the skin using Tegaderm and was
placed on the opposite flank of the sensor. Every day that the sensor
remained on the animal, the battery was replaced and the Tegaderm
wrap was replaced above the battery.
Once the tumor reached a volume of approximately 200 mm3, the
mice were broken up into four groups of six: One group received
the erlotinib treatment and the sensor protocol. One group received
the erlotinib treatment and did not receive the sensor protocol. One
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then cured at 70°C for 12 hours. Then, a 40-nm-thick gold film was
evaporated onto the PDMS substrate at 0.5 A/s. This gold film was
sandwiched between two 3-nm-thick evaporated chromium films
and patterned using the transparency shadow masks described
above. Gallium-indium eutectic (Sigma-Aldrich) was placed on the
sensor connection pads along with a 36-gauge multicore wire
(McMaster-Carr). The entire device was then fully encapsulated in
Kwik-Sil (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, USA). We demonstrated that the device could remain in contact with phosphate-buffered
saline and with mouse tissue in euthanized mice while maintaining
its conductivity and ability to read out strain measurements through
changes in resistance between 0 and 40% strain. When in contact with
mouse tissue, the devices were fully wrapped around the tissue of
interest to create a loop, and the two sides of the sensor loop were fixed
together using Kwik-Sil. The wires were then passed through the skin
of the tissue out to the battery and PCB. Because of the requirement
for a nondegradable battery and PCB to read out the device, these
materials were designed to be biocompatible but not biodegradable.
The lack of biodegradable parts potentially enables the ability to
perform long-term measurements with the sensor that tracks tumor
progression and regression over weeks-long treatment periods.
While stretchable sensors are known to undergo hysteresis and
experience drift during repeated cycling, the fact that this application of the sensor only requires one stretching cycle eliminates the
potential for error associated with these material-based concerns.
Moreover, the viscoelastic properties of SEBS cause the sensor to
experience a reduction in resistance over time (fig. S2B), but the
sensor approaches equilibrium approximately 30 min after strain is
applied. For this reason, in vivo measurements were normalized to
the data points taken 30 min or more after sensor placement. Placing
the sensors on a 3D object compared to providing strain in 1D may
affect the exact readouts of the sensor; however, the data in Fig. 1G
demonstrate that an increase in resistance is still exponentially proportional to an increase in the ellipsoid shape that the sensor is
wrapped around. Last, animal movement does cause the sensor to
constantly undergo small changes in strain; however, these small
changes in strain are averaged out over multiple points and have
been shown through our measurements to not affect the statistical
significance of the in vivo experiments (fig. S6).
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Subcutaneous A20 tumor treatment with CpG and anti-OX40
All animal procedures were approved by the Stanford Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee and conducted in accordance
with Stanford University animal facility guidelines. The A20 B cell
lymphoma cell line was obtained from the ATCC (TIB-208). Before
injecting the cells into mice, the cells were tested and shown to be
pathogen-free by the Stanford Department of Comparative Medicine
Veterinary Service Center (Stanford, USA). Five million cells were
injected into the right flank of six- to eight-week-old Balb/c mice
(Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, USA). Mice were housed
in the Laboratory Animal Facility of the Stanford University Medical
Center (Stanford, CA). As described in the “Subcutaneous HCC827
tumor treatment with erlotinib” section, mice were split into treatment
and vehicle groups, and the sensors were applied to all the animals.
Abramson et al., Sci. Adv. 8, eabn6550 (2022)
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Caliper measurements and sensor measurements were recorded
daily over the span of 6 days. In this model, we used sensors with a
41-m-thick layer of SEBS, and all sensors performed unceasingly
over the entire period of interest. On days 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6,
the treated animals were injected with 40 g of CpG ODN 2395
(InvivoGen, San Diego, USA), a class C tlr9 ligand, and 4 g of
anti-OX40 (CD134) mAb (rat IgG1, clone OX86; Bio X Cell, Lebanon,
USA). The total volume injected in the drug- and vehicle-treated
mice was ~13 to 16 l and varied depending on the concentration of
the antibody. The weight of each mouse was recorded over time,
and these data are presented in fig. S8. On day 3, the sensor was
removed from the animal, and no therapy was given to the animal.
Figure S9 also includes data showing the tumor progression or
regression of drug- and vehicle-treated mice that did not continuously
wear the FAST sensor. DietGel 76A and sterile water gel (ClearH2O,
Westbrook, USA) were placed in the mouse cages to ensure easy access
to food and hydration. Mice wearing the sensor were singly housed to
prevent other mice from chewing through the sensor backpack.
Tumor compression experiments
Using an Instron machine, two steel compression platens compressed
an excised tumor at 2 mm/min. Excised tumors were tested on the
machine within 1 hour following euthanasia, and the tumors were
kept in phosphate-buffered saline after excision and before testing.
Both vehicle- and drug-treated A20 tumors were dosed via an intratumoral injection 1 day before tumor excision. The force-versus-
displacement readouts were recorded on the accompanying Instron
software and are presented in fig. S10. Notably, the software began
recording once the force gauge read out a value of at least 3 mN.
Statistical analysis
No data were excluded from the analysis. Paired and unpaired
two-tailed Student’s t tests and one-way ANOVA tests with Tukey’s
multiple comparisons tests were performed using Prism version 8.3
(GraphPad) or Microsoft Excel (Microsoft). Paired t tests were used
when performing direct comparisons between individual sensors at
different strains. Unpaired t tests were used in other situations in
which a paired t test was not appropriate. A P < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant. Figure captions and text describe the number of replicates used in each study. Figure captions define the center
line and error bars present in the plots. Before beginning our studies,
we used historical data (22, 26) on the chosen treatment models to
determine whether we needed a sample size of at least three mice
when comparing two experimental subgroups (sensor + treatment
versus sensor + no treatment) and a sample size of at least six mice
when comparing four experimental subgroups (sensor + treatment
versus sensor + no treatment versus no sensor + no treatment versus
no sensor + treatment) to achieve statistically significant results.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.abn6550
View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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Planning for Device Scale-Up
Although the devices were manufactured in small batches using rapid prototyping tools, the device can
be scaled up for manufacturing with only minor changes. Large uniform sheets of SEBS can be
manufactured using extrusion. Gold evaporation and PCB manufacturing are already performed at large
scales. The 3D printed rigid rods and flexible base can be injection molded with minor modifications to
eliminate unmoldable geometries. When 3D printed, the long and short rigid rods require 1.61 mL and
0.94 mL of resin, including supports, and the flexible base requires 0.89 mL of resin. This means each part
costs $0.24, $0.14, and $0.18 in resin, respectively, and would cost <$0.01 each when injection molded.
Even in small batches, the PCB design costs $49 to manufacture, and this cost can be reduced significantly
at higher volumes. The rechargeable battery retails for $4. At $60/g the 0.033 mg of gold used in a single
sensor would cost <$0.01, and at $2/kg the 7 mg of SEBS in the sensor would also cost <$0.01. Therefore,
the majority of the cost lies in the re-usable PCB and battery rather than in the other sensor components,
but it is possible to manufacture the device in a laboratory for <$60 each in raw material costs.
Estimating the pressure exerted by the FAST device on the tumor
Using the force versus strain curves in Figure 1, it is possible to estimate the force and pressure being
applied to the tumor by the elastic sensor. The sensor is placed on the FAST backpack and pre-strained to
a strain of 50%. The sensor undergoes relaxation following the pre-strain event, but we will use the values
in Figure 1 so that we provide an estimate for the maximum force applied. The normal force on the tumor
can be calculated using Equation 1, where F is the force applied to the tumor, T is the total tension on the
elastic sensor, and θ is the acute angle generated between the elastic sensor and the mouse skin.
Equation 1: 𝐹 = 2𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑛(θ)
Equation 2 is used to calculate the tension, where k is the spring constant of the elastic sensor at 50%
strain, l is the total length of the pre-stretched sensor before it is applied to the tumor, b is the height of
the tumor, and T0 is the initial tension on the sensor before it is stretched to fit the tumor.
Equation 2: 𝑇 = 𝑘

( )

−𝑙 +𝑇

Equation 3 is used to calculate the angle θ.
Equation 3: 𝜃 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛

( )

To calculate the pressure, the cross-sectional area (A) of the tumor was evaluated using Equation 4, and
the force was divided by the cross-sectional area.
Equation 4: 𝐴 = 𝜋(4𝑏)
For the 28 µm thick SEBS sensor, k = 0.79 N/m and T 0 = 0.064 N. For the 41 µm thick SEBS sensor k = 2.06
N/m and T0 = 0.185 N. For both sensor thicknesses l=0.018 m and b is variable between 0.002 to 0.006 m.
This assumes that the height of the tumor is approximately 4x smaller than the length and width of the
tumor.
Using these equations, an estimate of the Force and pressure exerted on the tumor was calculated and is
presented in Supplementary Figure S9. Compression tests on drug treated and vehicle treated excised
A20 tumors showed no statistically significant difference at the force values provided by the sensor.

Moreover, no tissue rupture events were recorded by the compression tests at these force values. Along
with our tumor volume progression and regression data, this experiment suggests that the force provided
by the strain sensor to the tumor has little effect on the dynamics of tumor volume progression or
regression.
Calculating tumor volume change with FAST device
It is possible to calculate the volume of an ellipsoid using a set of three strain sensors. Our FAST circuit
board supports the use of three continuous sensor readouts, and our FAST backpack enables three strain
sensors to be placed around the tumor at a given time. The first two strain sensors are placed over the
tumor so that they are perpendicular to each other. The third sensor is placed so that it wraps around the
tumor parallel to the mouse’s skin. This third sensor is attached to the same rigid rod as another one of
the sensors, but it is attached to the other side of the connection lip. Each of these three sensors reads
out half of one of the three characteristic perimeters that make up the ellipsoid. Each of these perimeters
(px) is defined by two of the three characteristic radii (a,b,c) of the ellipsoid. The calculations for the
volume (V) and perimeter of the ellipsoid are found in equations 5 and 6 below. The exact calculation for
the perimeter of an ellipse is an infinite series, so instead we use a well-established approximation.
Equation 5: 𝑉 =

𝑎𝑏𝑐

Equation 6: 𝑝~𝜋 3(𝑎 + 𝑏) − (3𝑎 + 𝑏)(𝑎 + 3𝑏)
It is possible for the sensor to wrap around the tumor in two different ways (See Supplementary Figure
S9). In the first way, the sensor only contacts the highest portion of the tumor, like a tent and a tent pole.
In the second way, a flexible band is placed around the tumor that grows and shrinks as the tumor volume
progresses. This flexible band holds the sensor against the tumor so that it completely wraps around the
tumor. In the first way, the height of the tumor can be calculated using Equation 7. It is not possible to
calculate the perimeter of the characteristic ellipse that this sensor fitting is measuring. In the second way,
the perimeter of the characteristic ellipse can be calculated using Equation 8. Using a standard curve for
the strain sensor that characterizes how the change in strain affects the change in resistance (eg. Fig 1b),
it is possible to calculate the sensor’s stretched length (l1) from the recorded resistance. The pre-stretch
length (l) remains constant.
Equation 7: 𝑙 − 𝑙 = 2

+𝑑 −𝑙

Equation 8: 𝑙 − 𝑙 = (𝑙 − 2𝑎) +
In order to solve for the characteristic radii (a,b,c), the three simultaneous sensor readouts can be used
to create a series of three equations, and these can be solved using an equation solver, such as the one
provided in MATLAB. These three characteristic radii can then be plugged into Equation 5 to calculate the
tumor volume.
Of note, the flexible band used to hug the sensor to the tumor can interfere with the gold coating on the
SEBS elastomer and cause points of large strain. For this reason, the bands were not used during the in
vivo experiments. However, just using the first wrapping method provided us with enough information to
determine the difference in tumor volume progression or regression between treated and vehicle treated

tumors. The sensor resistance measurement itself was used in this paper as a stand-in for tumor volume,
just as Radiance is used as a stand-in for tumor volume when performing luminescence imaging.
Evaluating the prevalence of the use of tumor volume measurements in literature
Even though new methods to assess cancer therapeutics in vivo have evolved recently, tumor volume
measurements remain an important metric for assessing the efficacy of a given drug treatment. To
demonstrate the relevance of tumor volume measurements in oncology research, we screened 100 of the
most recent articles published in Science family journals as of November 2021 with the keyword “Cancer”,
and we noted the number of articles which utilized tumor volume as a key metric in their studies (See
supplementary Data 1). Of the papers screened, 71% of them utilized some form of tumor volume
measurement as a metric in their study: 47% used calipers to measure tumor volume; 11% used
bioluminescence imaging; and 13% used other imaging techniques such as MRI and CT scans. The papers
which did not utilize tumor volume quantification were generally papers focused on large scale screens
or were studies focused more on the biology of the tumor rather than the efficacy of a given drug.
Additionally, the clinical standard of practice utilizes tumor volume progression or regression, as called
for in the RECIST protocols. While static tumor volume measurements may not always provide data that
directly relates to treatment efficacy, such as in the case of pseudoprogression, it remains a key metric
for studying many drugs. Moreover, higher resolution datasets that capture the rate of tumor volume
progression or regression may further elucidate patterns that make this measurement an even stronger
analytical tool.
Our FAST sensor possesses the ability to measure the relative rate of change of tumor volume progression
or regression over time. This differs slightly from traditional tumor volume measurements which measure
the size of the tumor at a given timepoint. Because our sensor takes more datapoints than traditional
measurement techniques, the generated dataset is more powerful than traditional tumor volume
measurements. In our paper, we demonstrate that the sensor can read out changes in tumor size
progression or regression that are unable to be captured using bioluminescence and caliper
measurements. However, if a more traditional tumor size measurement is required, it is easy to convert
the two measurements by simply utilizing fewer datapoints in the collected sensor dataset. As
demonstrated above, it is possible to convert the sensor resistance readout into a volume measurement,
and the circumference measurement generated by our sensor is directly proportional to a caliper tumor
volume measurement.

Supplementary Figure S1: FAST fabrication design schematics. (A) Solidworks rendering of FAST
backpack. The green part in the top right image represents the printed circuit board. (SB = 10 mm). (B)
Process used for fabricating cracked gold strain sensors.

Supplementary Figure S2: Strain sensor characterization. (A) Optical image of cracked gold strain sensor
being stretched to 100% strain (SB = 10 mm). (B) SEBS relaxation over time causes a decrease in resistance
readings over time when stretched to 50% strain. This relaxion effect levels out at approximately 40
minutes (Individual curves, Bold Line = Average; n=14 sensors). The individual curves are standardized to
the resistance reading at 20 minutes post strain event. (C) Instron tensile test of SEBS sensors with
different thicknesses stretched until breaking point (n=12-13 sensors per group). (D) Profilometer
measurements of SEBS sensor thicknesses. Sensors were fabricated with a varying amount of drop casted
SEBS solution dissolved in cyclohexane (n=10 measurements).

Supplementary Figure S3: Circuit Board Design and testing. (A) Sensor Readout diagram. A dynamic
voltage range (VBias) was used over the circuit containing the sensor resistor (R S) and a known resistor (Rf).
(B) The circuit board contains a digital-to-analog converter (DAC), a multiplexer (MUX), an
Instrumentation Amplifier (INS Amp), a battery, and a Bluetooth system on a chip to record, read out, and
transmit the sensor data. (C,D) A variable bias is passed through the circuit in “A” in order to reduce
the error over the entire range of sensor resistances between 300Ω-60kΩ. (E-H) It is possible to switch
among 3 channels with different resistances while (I-L) maintaining a readout error at or below 2%. (M)
Photo of printed circuit board. SB = 5 mm.

Supplementary Figure S4: Ranked comparisons of tumor volume measurement tools. (A) FAST
resistance readouts, (B) Bioluminescence readouts, and (C) caliper tumor volume quantification readouts
for growing subcutaneously implanted HCC827 tumors in Nu/Nu mice. (D) The calculated increase in the
sensor length from a resting position when placed on a given tumor. See Supplementary information for
methods on calculations. (E) Caliper measured in vivo tumor volumes correlate with FAST resistance
outputs. Data broken down by each sensor (50 points, 3 FAST sensors [10-20 measurements per sensor];
Lines = Best fit linear regressions). (F) The size rank of all the tumors on each day are tabulated based on
each measurement technique and compared. The average rank difference for each of the methods over
all the days is presented.

Supplementary Figure S5: In vivo bioluminescence and caliper measurements over 5 hours. HCC827
tumors are implanted subcutaneously in Nu/Nu mice and are either treated with vehicle (T-) or with
erlotinib (T+). After 5 hours, (A) the average radiance change of the tumor is measured via
bioluminescence imaging and (B) the tumor volume change is measured via calipers. Neither
measurement shows a statistically significant tumor volume reduction in the treated cohort as compared
to the controls. Importantly, the low statistical significance of these results could be due to the inaccuracy
of the measurement method or be a result of biological variation. (see fig 2f). (n=4 animals; Two-tailed
student’s t test; Line = Average).

Supplementary Figure S6: In vivo Sensor Measurement Controls. (A) The relative resistance changes over
time for FAST sensors placed on mice without tumors. (n=5 animal replicates in grey; Black Line = Average).
(B) The relative resistance change of FAST sensors on mice with treated and untreated A20 tumors is
statistically significantly different from the sensor drift experienced on mice without any tumors after 12
hours (One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test; Line = Average).

Supplementary Figure S7: Encapsulated PDMS Strain Sensor Characterization. (A) Strain versus
resistance curves for a cracked gold PDMS strain sensor with an initial length of 23 mm. (B) Even when
submerged in phosphate buffered saline, the resistance readouts from the encapsulated sensor are
unaffected. (Individual curves. Bold line = Average).

Supplementary Figure S8: Mouse weight for HCC827 model over treatment period. (A-B) Mouse weight
over time for sensor-wearing (A) vehicle treated and (B) erlotinib treated mice. (C-D) Mouse weight over
time for non-sensor-wearing (C) vehicle treated and (D) erlotinib treated mice. Sensor was not worn from
day (-14) to day (0). (Individual curves. Bold line = Average).

Supplementary Figure S9: Mouse weight and controls for A20 model over treatment period. (A-B)
Relative tumor volume change and (B) Relative Resistance change from periodic sensor measurements
for vehicle and CpG+aOX40 treated A20 tumors in mice that did not wear the continuous sensor. (C-F)
Mouse weight over time for sensor-wearing (C) vehicle treated and (D) CpG + anti-OX40 treated mice
without and (E,F) with continuous sensor wrap. (Individual curves. Bold line = Average. Vehicle n=4,
Treatment n=5).

Supplementary Figure S10: Estimates of force and pressure on tumor from sensor. (A-B) Estimates for
the (A) force and (B) pressure applied by the elastic SEBS sensor on the tumor. The pressure calculation
assumes a tumor in which the length and width are 4x longer than the height. (C-D) Compression tests on
Instron of vehicle treated and CpG+aOX40 treated A20 tumors. There is no statistically significant
difference between the displacement values at a force of 0.1 N. (Unpaired Students t-test, n=5 Vehicle,
n=4 treated, Individual lines are individual tumors from different mice, Bold Line=Average). (E-F) The
sensor can wrap around the tumor in one of two ways, as denoted in the diagrams and images. The
bottom design utilizes flexible bands built into FAST backpacks that enable the stretchable sensor to hug
the tumor, increasing the total strain on the sensor. The diagram shown in panel C denotes the distances
and angles used for the calculations of force and pressure.

Raw Data File Caption: All data points used to graph the figures in this manuscript can be found in the
attached zip file.
Cellphone App Caption: The apk file for the cellphone app used in the study.

